
Pointer Jumping



RECAP

● Model/abstraction of parallel machine PRAM
● Model/abstraction of parallel algorithm DAG or work-depth model
● Foster’s parallel algorithm design steps: partition, communication, 

agglomeration, mapping/embedding
● Runtime analysis, lower bound, upper bound (Brent’s theorem)
● Work/cost analysis: time x #processors



Parallel algorithmic techniques

● Divide and conquer (mergesort, parallel sum and other reductions, prefix-sum)
● Parallel pointer manipulation

■ Pointer jumping
■ Euler tour
■ Graph contraction
■ Ear decomposition

● Randomization
■ Sampling
■ Symmetry breaking
■ Load balancing



Pointer Jumping



The technique

● Simple operation. Each node i replaces its pointer P[i] with the pointer of the 
node that it points to, P[P[i]]. 

● Can be applied to both linked lists and trees. 
● By repeating this operation, it is possible to compute, for each node in a list or 

tree, a pointer to the end of the list or root of the tree. 
● We assume that the root points to itself or points to null.



Basic algorithm
Given a sequence P of pointers that represent a tree (i.e., pointers from children to 
parents), the following code will generate a pointer from each node to the root. 

The idea behind this algorithm is that in each loop iteration the distance spanned by 
each pointer, with respect to the original tree, will double, until it points to the root.

 Since a tree constructed from n = |P| pointers has depth at most n − 1, after ⌈log n⌉ 
iterations each pointer will point to the root. 



Example run



Application to problem 1: list ranking
Computing distance from each node to the end of a linked list is called list ranking.

There are simple sequential algorithms that perform the same task using O(n) work. 
For example, by making two passes through the list. The goal of the first pass is 
simply to count the number of elements in the list. The elements can then be 
numbered with their positions from the end of the list in a second pass.











Application to problem 2: preorder tree traversal
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